
Fill in the gaps

Make A Wave (with Joe Jonas) by Demi Lobato

You said the being of

a butterflies wings

can set up a storm in

the world away

What if that ride in

the smallest of

things can power the

strongest hurricane

what if you'd only

hold the keys inside

you'd hold the key

to turn the tide

just a pebble in the water

ohh

can set the see in motion

ohh

a simple act of kindness

ohh

can stir the widest ocean

if we show a little love

heaven knows

what we  (1)__________  change

ohh yeah.

so  (2)__________  a pebble in the

water and make a wave

make a wave

the  (3)______________   (4)________  that

you  (5)________  and send

you touch your hand

with someone in need

(hold somebody)

don't pull yourself

and say you cant't

(you never know what congrue)

for just one scene

yeahhhh

so come with me

and seize the day

this  (6)__________  may

never be the same

just a pebble in the water

(just a pebble in the water)

can set the see in motion

(set the sea in motion)

a simple act of kindness

ohh

can stir the widest ocean

if we show a little love

(if we show a little love)

every  (7)__________  we'll

make a change

(every knows we'll make a change)

just a pebble in the water

(throw a  (8)____________  on the water)

make a wave

(make a wave)

yea yea yea yea

yeahhhh

(show me all the  (9)________  for the seasoning)

make a wave

(make a wave, yeahh)

(show me all the  (10)________  for the seasoning)

(make a wave, yeahh)

make a wave...

with every clothers

we'll make a change

just show the love you

never know something

could change

throw a pebble in the water

ohhh

make a wave

(make a wave)

ohhhhhhh

ohhhhhhhhhhhh
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. could

2. throw

3. singles

4. joys

5. take

6. world

7. knows

8. pebble

9. love

10. love
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